WORKSHOP: GESTURE, BODY AND LANGUAGE IN TIBET AND THE HIMALAYAS
TUESDAY, 25th OF JUNE 2019, Wolfson College
8:00 – 9:00 Arrival, Coffee & Registration in Lodge Area
9:00 – 9:30

WELCOME AND GENERAL INTRODUCTION, Theresia Hofer, Seminar Room 2

9:30 to 11:00

SESSION I: GESTURE AND BUDDHIST DEBATE, Seminar Room 2

Tenzin Choephel & Jonathan Samuels

Practical Demonstration of Tibetan Buddhist Debate Gestures

Jonathan Samuels, Wolfson JRF

Animated Discussions: Reflections on the Place and History of Tibetan
Debate Gestures

Chair: tbc
11:00 – 11:30 Coffee break

Discussion

11:30 – 12:30

KEYNOTE LECTURE, Seminar Room 2

Mara Green
Barnard College, NYC

Studying Deaf Communication in Nepal: Notes on Theories and
Methods

This talk focuses on natural sign, a term I take from Nepali Sign Language (NSL) that refers to less
conventionalized modes of signing used by deaf Nepalis who are not NSL signers. Drawing on over a decade
of involvement with both deaf and hearing worlds in Nepal, I examine how intensive participant
observation and attention to deaf signers’ metalinguistic categories and insights have been critical to my
understanding of natural sign as a phenomenon distinct from the classifications familiar from the (Englishlanguage) literature on signing. Natural sign is socially and linguistically distinct from co-speech gesture,
home sign, village sign languages, and national sign languages. In addition, I show, natural sign
conversations are characterized by a seemingly-unique mixture of fluency and frequent mis- or nonunderstanding. I argue that both the affordances and limits of natural sign as semiotic system and the
shifting stances of signers toward the very possibility of interaction must be taken into account, revealing
the importance of interaction-focused research.
12:30 – 14:00 Lunch in Wolfson Dining Hall
14:00 – 15:30 SESSION II: GESTURE AND SIGN, Seminar Room 2
Theresia Hofer, University of Bristol
and Wolfson College
Kelly Fagan Robinson, UCL

“Spontaneous Sign” within and beyond Lhasa Tibetan Sign Language

Chair: David Cram

Discussion

Thoughts as Space: Witnessing Deaf-centric Mind-maps

15:30 – 16:00 Tea break
16:00 – 17:30, SESSION III: GESTURE AND DANCE, Seminar Room 2
Ann David,
University of Roehampton

Bodily Behaviours in Bhutan: Dance, Movement and Gesture in the
Himalayan Region

Dawn Collins

Moving the Mountain Gods - Cham and Gar in Rebgong, Amdo

Chair: Elisabeth Hsu

Discussion

17:30 to 18:30 Reception with Tibetan / Nepali Fingerfood in Wolfson Café Area
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18:30 – 20:30 PUBLIC FILM SCREENING: ISHAARE - GESTURES AND SIGNS IN MUMBAI
Directed by Annelies Kusters, shown in the Leonard Wolfson Auditorium, Wolfson College
"Ishaare" has a double meaning: it means "gestures" in Hindi and Marathi, but it also means "signs", as
such indicating that there cannot be made a strict distinction between them. However, whilst there seems
to be overlap between gestures and sign language, they differ too, as the protagonists of the movie show
and tell us. The film "Ishaare" documents how six deaf signers communicate with familiar and unfamiliar
hearing shopkeepers, street vendors, customers, waiters, ticket conductors and fellow travellers in Mumbai.
Reena and Pradip, who is deaf blind, go grocery shopping along local streets, in markets and in shops. Sujit,
our guide throughout the movie, communicates in public transport. Mahesh is a retail businessman who
sells stocks of pens to stationery shops. Komal runs an accessory shop with her husband Sanjay, where
most customers are schoolgirls. Durga is the manager of a branch of Café Coffee Day, an upmarket coffee
chain. When enquiring, selling, bargaining and chitchatting, these deaf and hearing people use gestures and
signs, and they also lipread, mouthe, read and write in different spoken languages. In the film, they share
how they experience these ways of communication.
ABSTRACTS OF PRESENTATIONS
SESSION I: GESTURE AND BUDDHIST DEBATE
Animated Discussions: Reflections on the Place and History of Tibetan Debate Gestures
by Jonathan Samuels, Wolfson College, JRF, University of Oxford
One of the most visually arresting (and for the uninitiated, bewildering) sights for those entering the
environs of certain Tibetan monasteries is that of monks (and increasingly, nuns) wildly gesticulating and
shouting, apparently in the throes of some major dispute. Despite the initial impression that the scene is
one of chaos, after some moments of scrutiny, one may realise that the movements follow what resembles
an organised pattern. The sight is that of monastics engaging in religious debate, as part of their scholastic
training.
Given its prominence in some of Tibet’s religious schools, this form of debate, as practice, is one about
which there is surprisingly little academic literature. In particular, the set of gestures accompanying the
verbal exchanges have not received much attention. The gestures have been mentioned by Perdue, Dreyfus,
and Lempert, in the course of their discussions about debate. But no studies have been devoted to them, or
questions raised about their origin and role. This seems puzzling, as tradition ascribes them almost a
millennium of history, attributing their creation to the father of Tibetan scholasticism, Chapa Chökyi Senge,
1109-1169.
This presentation will put these gestures centre-stage. Following on from the preceding practical
demonstration with commentary, there will be a basic description of the gestures and the context of their
usage. Consideration will then be given to where, in the general typologies of gesture, they might be said to
fit, and how accommodating these typologies are to their inclusion. Finally, the issue of the gestures’
origins will be discussed. Locating mentions of them in historical documents is far from easy. Should this
lead to scepticism about claims regarding their heritage? Or, should we instead question how reliable a
guide historical documents are to practices primarily conceived of as performative (in terms of learning and
usage)? Might there be a more profound set of questions here, regarding the relation between physical
practice and historical evidence?
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SESSION II: GESTURE AND SIGN
“Spontaneous Sign” Within and Beyond Lhasa Tibetan Sign Language
by Theresia Hofer, University of Bristol and Wolfson College
At the centre of this presentation stands the phenomenon of spontaneous sign. The term spontaneous sign
derives from the Tibetan Sign Language (TSL), a recently emergent sign language used by about 150 to 200
deaf signers in Lhasa, the administrative capital of the Tibet Autonomous Region. Spontaneous sign
denotes ad-hoc sign communication of deaf people from different places and with different native sign
language backgrounds, as well as less formalised signing of Tibetans in and from rural areas, who have not
come in contact with Lhasa TSL. Lhasa TSL signers see spontaneous sign at the root of many, if not most
items in the TSL lexicon, which underwent first codification and standardisation efforts in the early 2000s.
But they also increasingly acknowledge the continued co-existence of spontaneous sign and TSL (as well as
Chinese sign language) in their own day-to-day linguistic repertoires. How do TSL signers’ ideas about
spontaneous sign map onto the historical and methodological processes that characterised in particular the
“TSL Project” that took place in Lhasa between 2000 and 2014 and aimed to formalise TSL? What happened
to TSL signers’ use and attitudes towards spontaneous sign, since this project ended and the teaching of
formalised TSL to newcomers and younger signers has almost entirely stopped?
Thoughts as Space: Witnessing Deaf-centric Mind-maps
by Kelly Fagan Robinson, University College London
Visual Vernacular ﴾'VV'﴿ is a performance praxis in which deaf people externally map thoughts-in-space,
constructing specific instants, people, landscapes, emotions & musings-made-flesh in order to consider or
help others understand their thinking. Born from the visual-tactile dominance of deaf condition, these
performances enact specific instants, people, landscapes, emotions & musings via each individual deaf
person's body. Such performance is explicitly informed by each person's own sensorium, perspectives, and
embodied memories of living a deaf life-way. They therefore externally re-make unique 'DEAF’[1] interior
worlds via witnessable fleshy instantiation.
This paper examines the visible external shapes of deaf people's individually-generated interior worlds and
the entities which populate them. It considers the inimitable social and physical elements that inform each
unique performer-teller, and what can be lost when these body-maps are subjected to entextualisation,
transduction, or interpretation. It also draws on structural equivalents between VV and Tibetan Buddhist
conceptions of tulpas (sprul pa), beings conceived “in the imagination but [which acquire] a tangible reality
and sentience […] either through a deliberate act of individual will or unintentionally from the thoughts of
numerous people” (Mikeles & Laycock 2015).
Drawing from ethnographic examples of VV and other forms of 'witnessable thinking', I explore how deaf
people offer lenses onto the 'poesis' ﴾Agamben 1999﴿ of DEAF world-production through these
representations, thereby reframing such performers not as interlocutors, but as auto-ethnographers who
highlight communicative fault-lines through their thought-performances, thereby problematising rigid
hegemonic listening practices and frontline applications of equalities policies.
SESSION III: SIGN AND DANCE
Bodily Behaviours in Bhutan: Dance, Movement and Gesture in the Himalayan Region
by Ann R David, University of Roehampton
This paper examines gesture and movement in the Himalayan Buddhist kingdom of Bhutan, focussing on
communication, meaning and forms of knowledge. Based on fieldwork carried out in Bhutan, it discusses
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the gestural language of the Buddhist dance ‘cham, performed by monks at ritual festival occasions. These
rituals are driven by concerns for enculturation of cultural values, and religious precepts and the accrual of
merit or power. The paper considers the place of such ‘sacred’ action in public performance and questions
as such whether these are performances of memory or are still able to speak to today’s cosmopolitan
audiences in periods of rapid social, political and economic change. I suggest too that embodied
‘performance’ is seen in Bhutan in all walks of life, such as the spontaneous breaking into song and dance
at most festive occasions, the celebratory poetic singing, gesture and dance at archery competitions, the
folk dance performed by men and women at ceremonial and local occasions, and the exquisite hand
gestures of the traffic policemen controlling the cars in the capital, Thimphu. All these elements, as well as
the codified bodily behaviours required in formal situations, create a culturally accepted movementscape,
specific to this small country in the Himalayan region. What layered, complex understandings are being
conveyed through these embodied performances of movement and gesture?
Moving the Mountain Gods - Cham and Gar in Rebgong, Amdo, Eastern Tibet
by Dawn Collins, Independent
The villages of the Rebgong Valley on the Tibetan plateau hold annual rituals for the Mountain Gods known as
the laru, focal to which are dances whose gestural styles fall somewhere between the formal religious ritual
dance of the monastic traditions (cham) and those of popular entertainment in Tibetan cultural regions (gar).
Their signifying embodied movements performatively express relations between humans and the divine
presences whose protection and blessing they hope to secure. Whilst being ritual offerings evoking these
powerful presences and moving them to bless and protect, the dances of the laru, their spacial and
participatory boundaries, are also site for the renegotiation of power structures within the social sphere. Thus
social relations in the Tibetan cultural regions of Rebgong are both formed by each villages socio-historical
contexts and are site for the reformulation of them. This paper will explore the gestural borderlands between
cham and gar found in laru and how they move deity and human realms.
The event will be BSL interpreted and the venue is wheelchair accessible. If you have any particular access
requirements, please let the organisers know.
To register please email the organisers: Theresia Hofer Theresia.hofer@bristol.ac.uk or Elisabeth Hsu
Elisabeth.hsu@anthro.ox.ac.uk
Venue: Wolfson College, Linton Road, OX2 6UD, UK
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